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SARMATEC - Company Presentation 
 

SARMATEC is a provider of metal manufacturing solutions. 

 

Our activity:  

- Processing of metal sheets: laser cutting, stamping, bending, welding. 

- Processing of metal pipes: laser cutting, bending, welding. 

- Processing of steel wire: cutting, welding, bending. 

 

Customers. We are providing our manufacturing solutions to customers who activate in various sectors: 

industry, PET preforms producers, shopfitting, warehousing and logistics, winery, automotive, advertising, 

etc. 

 

Technology. We have in our production site a comprehensive range of cutting edge equipment, the result of 

the ongoing capital investment that our company follows. Our machines park includes: 

-  TRUMPF machines: laser cutting machine TRULASER 3030; punching machines TRUPUNCH 

1000 and TRUCPUNCH 5000; CNC bending machine TRUBEND 5130; TRUBEND 5050 and 

TRUBEND 7035; TUBEMATIC 5000 laser tube machine.  

- SCHLATTER machines for wire mesh welding; SCHLATTER POSIWELD spot welding machine.  

- MACSOFT Numalliance 2D and 3D wire bending machines. 

- LVD bending machine and trimming machine. 

- TECNA machines for spot welding. 

- ABB, FANUC and PANASONIC robots for welding and handling. 

 

We have our own designing department, which uses SOLIDWORKS 2016 CAD software in order to design 

custom made manufacturing solutions for our customers. 

 

Capabilities. Our manufacturing activity is ensured by 100 employees who work in a 6000 sqm of production 

area which will be doubled this year. Currently we are processing 2500 tons of metal per year. We can 

provide also surface treatment solutions (powder coating, zinc plating, silk screening). 

 

Advantages for customers. The technology and the skilled staff enable us to manufacture a wide range of 

items and subassemblies and to manage the whole steps of the manufacturing process, from design and 

prototyping to component manufacture and delivery. Thanks to our flexible production system we are able to 

offer custom made manufacturing solutions and to respond promptly to your orders. 

 

Please feel free to contact us, because for our team every new project is a challenge. 
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